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OUR EXPERIENCE: DIGITAL EXPERTS FOR B2B BRANDS

An extension of your team

● Immerse ourselves into your business as 
an extension of your in-house team

● Work collaboratively with you to achieve 
results, delivering full transparency into 
our work at all stages

● Proactive in nature to fully understand 
audience targets & delivering strategies to 
meet their needs.

● Adaptable, working as consultants, 
implementers, or both as required

● Focused on KPIs & business goals

Proven process

● Tried & tested lead generation and ABM approaches 
using digital marketing channels & working with brand 
target personas

● A strong emphasis on collaboration with brands through 
the sales process to nurture opportunities from MQL 
and SQL through to opportunities and pipeline

● Experts in world-class B2B consultancy & strategy using 
industry knowledge and research to ensure the delivery 
of optimal results

● Experience working with a diverse range of brands in the 
B2B space, from tech software and services, business & 
legal services and insurance



OUR EXPERIENCE: OUR GOAL-FOCUSED APPROACH TO B2B

Goal focused

Everything we do for our B2B brands is 
focused on delivering high quality, relevant 
leads. 

To achieve this we employ a range of 
different tactics in order to determine the 
best way to deliver against goals in the 
most effective way. 

For some brands this could be targeting 
specific industry sectors across LinkedIn, 
whereas for others we can take a more 
ABM focused approach and hone in on key 
employees within a target account list.



OUR EXPERIENCE: OUR CONSULTANCY APPROACH TO B2B

Consultancy approach

We’ll work collaboratively with brands to 
help them achieve their goals. 

Since we’ve grown up with channel 
delivery, we know the best tactics to 

over-deliver against a brief.

This also means we can work with brands 
on either a long or short term consultancy 

basis - ongoing to act as consultants or 
shorter term projects, building strategies 

and frameworks to empower internal 
teams to deliver the work themselves



WHO ARE WE: YOUR NEW B2B DIGITAL MARKETING CONSULTANCY? 

In 2021, we were voted 
within the top 50 digital 
agencies by our clients 

& peers (other 
agencies). We’re always 
striving to produce the 

highest quality work

RECOGNITION

OUR 
CLIENTS

We’ve worked with 
some great global b2b 
brands across 
technology, finance 
& business services
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                                             EXTENSIVE TECH B2B & B2C EXPERIENCE

BACKGROUND
Simon Douglass was Senior Account Manager at Google for 7 years 
managing the global (North America & EMEA) accounts (client, agency 
and local Google office) for a number of large technology clients 



GARTNER: C-SUITE LEAD GENERATION & TICKET SALES FOR 80 GLOBAL EVENTS

Challenge
Our brief was to to support their global events business by driving high value 
C-suite targeted leads and ticket sales for 70 global events across the year in 
key regions such as North America, EMEA, LATAM and APAC

Solution & results
In order to maximise lead volumes, we felt that Gartner should optimise the 
number of digital touchpoints they were engaging customers with. Curated 
used a mix of top & middle of the funnel activity to build large remarketing 
pools in order to promote content with a conversion focus.

Using an ongoing test and learn approach, paid search & social channels were 
efficiently scaled to drive higher lead volumes alongside significant CPL 
decreases and conversion rate increases.

88% increase in lead volume 133% conversion rate increase

15% CPL reduction 80% increase in ad engagement



WIRELESS LOGIC: DOUBLING DOWN ON SALES-QUALIFIED LEADS

Challenge
Wireless Logic - a global IoT Connectivity provider, offering solutions at the 
forefront of emerging technology - were looking to increase both the volume 
and quality of leads from digital channels.

Solution & results
By restructuring paid search activity with tighter themes, overhauling ad copy 
and collaborating with internal sales teams, we delivered recorded a record 
month for MQL s and SQLs within our first quarter.

Phase II focused on replicating this growth internationally - localising PPC 
campaigns for key European markets before building a global approach 
targeting US, Canada, India, Australia, New Zealand and Singapore.

Recognising the potential of LinkedIn specifically as a channel to reach key 
audiences beyond search, we researched and created new content to deliver a 
hugely successful paid social approach.

150% opportunity value increase 160% decrease in cost per MQL



ADARMA: ENGAGING WITH CISOs, TESTING LINKEDIN AD FORMATS

Challenge
As one of the largest independent security services companies in the UK, Adarma were 
looking for a partner to help them reach CISOs across LinkedIn to generate targeted leads 
by rigorously testing LinkedIn’s product suite. 

Solution & results
i. Whilst the bulk of the audience targeted CISO & CSOs, this was expanded on by 
targeting alternative & prior job titles. Testing showed us that job titles varied for this 
audience, specifically comparing EMEA versus North America.

ii. we homed in on niche member groups which focused on unique Security specific 
trends and topics for 2020-21 and beyond (e.g. cloud security, consolidated service, cyber 
threats, GDPR implications & Covid-19 impact) - all topics to target with unique content.

iii. we also ran message ads intermittently & followed up with remarketing after the first 4 
weeks of activity in order to convert those who had engaged.

This was Adarma’s first foray into LinkedIn but now forms an integral part of their marketing mix to build a 
strong pipeline of great prospects.



LEADFAMLY: EXPONENTIAL LEAD GENERATION GROWTH VIA LINKEDIN ADS

Challenge
Leadfamly are a leading provider of marketing gamification through an all-in-one 
platform. Their challenge was building an effective and scalable lead generation 
process whilst simultaneously providing the necessary education on marketing 
gamification and expanding in Europe and beyond.

Solution & results
Recognising the need for extensive testing in our campaigns & gauging the 
education required around marketing gamification across different audiences, we 
utilised LinkedIn’s native Lead Form ads to deliver top of funnel content before 
switching to more interactive content to showcase gamification in action. 

We know the core audience were senior marketers, particularly those working 
closely with CRM and customer retention goals & utilised a combination of industry, 
company size, job title & extensive member group research to build the initial 
campaign launch. 

Fine tuning delivered a significant improvement in lead quality which was noted by 
their internal sales teams & cost per lead improvements..



IDC: CREATING SPONSORSHIP & DELEGATE OPPORTUNITIES FOR EVENTS

Challenge
IDC are a global provider of market intelligence, advisory services & events for 
the IT & telecommunications markets. They were looking for a partner to 
support them in generating sponsorship & leads for their events.

Solution & results
For LinkedIn we implemented a rigid test & learn approach, trialling different 
levels of targeting including job titles, member groups, job function & years of 
experience, to reach the right audiences. Targeting groups allowed us to tap 
into live discussions to help IDC better understand the content to serve up. 

We tested a range of creative executions specifically, InMail, Sponsored 
Content & Lead Gen Forms. Content-focused ads ran throughout campaign 
lifecycles focused on building awareness & growing remarketing pools

71% increase in delegate leads 10x increase in social shares

27% decrease in sponsorship cost per lead



SOVOS: TARGETED LEAD GENERATION FOR ENTERPRISE & MIDMARKET

Challenge
Sovos are a global Tax consultancy who have grown aggressively through 
acquisition. Limited in-house digital marketing knowledge coupled with a small, 
extremely stretched team, Sovos endured a tumultuous business quarter by 
spending huge digital budgets for very little (and in some case zero) reward in 
terms of lead volumes and lead quality, and badly needed help

Solution & results
Curated restructured all paid media accounts (LinkedIn and Google / Microsoft 
PPC) to target quarterly budgets more appropriately towards Sovos’ key 
customers in enterprise and mid market categories. 

A more ABM focused approach has been adopted for enterprise OEM 
targeting in order to better nurture those prospects for when they’re ready to 
invest. Early results show much better quality leads and conversion rates set 
against dramatically reduced spend and lower cost per leads.

So far… so good...



WHY US: OUR MISSION & VISION

Our mission
To provide impartial, impactful insight and strategy to drive commercial performance. This is 
delivered through our enhanced understanding of your customers and how and where 
they want to be marketed to

Our vision
To take marketing back to its core values by using digital insight to better understand our 

customers and their behaviours, whilst disrupting the increasingly commoditised approach 
driven by market leaders



WHY US: HOW WE ADD VALUE AS CONSULTANTS

We’re a digital consultancy laser focused on commercial goals. We immerse ourselves into your 
business, working collaboratively as as an extension of your team

Consultancy pivot
to differentiate from 

over-commoditized ‘agency’ industry

Channel experience
We’ve grown up with the channels 

(PPC, SEO) but now laser KPI focused

Unique frameworks

 (& have social proof) developed to 
help brands grow their business

Supplier relationships
Strong relationships and access to 

suppliers (Google, Facebook, LinkedIn)

Extensive experience
Years of relevant experience with b2b 

brands from startups to blue chips

Better collaboration
Working with internal teams to better 

link sales & marketing processes


